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Abstract: A unified civilization is only possible when MAN, as a whole, shall have found the Light within himself. We’ve been
experiencing the world which is grossly ignorant of its greatest essential - CHARACTER. We are continuing to build a criminal,
immoral world of fear and licentiousness because our concept of values is "material". This civilization is forever trying to "gain the
whole world at the price of losing its own Soul". The most important and noble attribute of (wo)man is CHARACTER. The intent of all
world’s institutions is not only to NOT build character - but in fact, to tear it down completely. In every facet of our lives - personal and
social - we have been betrayed and pushed into deeper ignorance. Every symptom which existed as cause of the fall of other great
civilizations exists today in our whole world. Enmity, fear, greed, lust for power, hatred, a fast lowering culture, a fast increasing sex
looseness and promiscuity including teen-agers, treason, slavery, crime increase and race hatred, and the killing of an average of a
million brothers of men by other brothers of men, have lowered the standards of world morality, honor and character. Mankind will
continue to fall in eternal sequences of Dark Ages until man as a whole, and all of his institutions as his working parts, realizes: "In
vain do we build the city if we do not first build the man."You can trace all of your ills and the world's terrible troubles to that inequality
in the transactions of Man in Action, which leaves a residue of imbalance which has not been able to be united with its mate. The
greatest miracle which can happen to any (wo)man is the discovery of her/his self. God has always been made by man and in man's
image! Man created SIN by crucifying LOVE on the cross of bestiality. Love has not yet entered the portals of the human race to any
who have not known mental as well as physical matehood. This is your life - human! You forgot to read the instruction manual for your
operation.
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1. Introduction
This article is a part of the "WORD" promised by God to be
presented to the spiritual beings on "EARTH" to study at
these end times [1-11]. Blessed are those who come in touch
with them and since God does not force anyone to believe
anything in it, through free will, all have to discern and make
their own choices for their "physical life" experience through
their "soul" evolution.
I am God-intoxicated man, I love the truth and I share gladly
with all of you who are open for it and will love it, too.
I must state that I deeply know my responsibility to you who
are seeking to awaken the Light of all-knowledge and power
within you and to the world of men who are seeking to build
a unified civilization which is only possible when MAN, as a
whole, shall have found the Light within himself.

2. Diagnose
We’ve been experiencing the moral world which is fast
sinking because all of its institutions base their beliefs upon
the education of man's body instead of upon his Mind. We,
and all mankind, will be caught in that maelstrom of worlddegeneration and immorality whether you will it or not. My
responsibility to you - and yours to the world - hangs heavy
upon your beings as I continue to present these lessons. I can
give you the key to the door of heaven, but it is for you and
the world to turn the key and enter into its Light. That key is
KNOWLEDGE, for ignorance alone keeps man imprisoned
within his body and compels that body to ever walk the
treadmill of a physical existence under the lash of its slavery.
We’ve been experiencing the world which is grossly

ignorant of its greatest essential - CHARACTER. We are
continuing to build a criminal, immoral world of fear and
licentiousness because our concept of values is "material".
The Soul which ties man to God Aton is not only allowed to
sleep, but is forced to sleep by a civilization which is forever
trying to "gain the whole world at the price of losing its
own Soul".
I ask that you stamp these next words upon your
Consciousness with indelible ink:
1) The MOST IMPORTANT THING in life is what you do
to your neighbor.
2) The LEAST IMPORTANT THING in life is what you or
your neighbor believes.
3) He who gives of himself to his neighbor enriches his
Soul and builds character, but he who takes from his
neighbor seals his soul in its tomb and enslaves his body
to the world-treadmill from which there is no escape
other than the awakening of his Soul.
4) The most important and noble attribute of man is
CHARACTER.
What are world institutions, which are endeavoring to build
a stable civilization, doing about the building of character in
the world? What are education, religion, science and
government doing to build the character in man which is a
necessary prerequisite for a unified civilization? This is the
need for thousands of pages so that you can see that the
intent is not only to NOT build character - but in fact, to tear
it down completely. In every facet of our lives - personal and
social - we have been betrayed and pushed into deeper
ignorance.
EDUCATION is entrusted with the unfolding of Mindawareness which alone unites man with God Aton. The
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primal necessity of education is the building of character in
man through giving him knowledge of the arts end skills of
man's produce and of the interchanges between men which
make better neighbors and citizens. It is, instead, creating
machine men, robots and parrots who remember and repeat
instead of geniuses who think and know. Education is
training bodies instead of illumining minds. Our schools and
universities have teachers for everything but CHARACTER.
RELIGION is entrusted with bringing love into the world in
order to unify mankind into ONE WORLD. Religion is the
most disunited organization on Earth. It consists of over 400
disunited sects which are divided one from another by
unnatural pagan beliefs in miracles, superstitions, creeds,
dogmas and doctrines which have bred disunity, intolerance,
fear, ignorance and licentiousness throughout the world for
long centuries. DISUNITY CANNOT UNITE.
The Christ who founded Christianity told the world of a God
Aton of Love, Unity and Brotherhood of Man. The many
religions teach fear, sin, evil and a God Aton of wrath whom
man must fear. They teach GOODNESS as a reward for
virtue. They teach many things which Immanuel did not say
- things forged into the New Testament by those who wished
to keep fear alive in man for their own profit.
Religion has fought science and the acquisition of
knowledge since its very beginning to keep fear of eternal
damnation and freedom to think alive in him. Its history is
written in the blood of martyrs who suffered the tortures of
the Inquisition. The eyes of thousands of "heretics" have
been gouged out for refusal to believe the excesses of its
creeds and doctrines. Even unto this day the charge of heresy
rises quickly to the tongue of one churchman who believes a
shade differently from another one, for freedom of religion is
not a characteristic of churchmen. That one thing which the
Christ deemed most necessary in His teachings - brotherly
love and unity - is impossible in a disunited system of many
religious beliefs and faiths as it is for the dark to illumine
with light.
SCIENCE, which is entrusted with the responsibility of
verifying God Aton by acquiring knowledge of God Aton's
processes of Creation and other qualities of the Creator and
Creation, has denied that responsibility on the ground that
God Aton cannot be verified in the laboratory. Instead of
being the equal mate to religion which, together, could lead
mankind to a comprehensible God Aton, science has severed
itself completely from the responsibility of having anything
to do with man's Soul and has relegated its offices entirely to
the multiplication of the product of man's body, and draws
no line between the production of implements which man
needs for body comfort or which nations of men need for
body destruction. There is not one-quarter of an inch
provided for in the platform of this great element of social
welfare for the development of the most needed element of
the social order - CHARACTER.
GOVERNMENT, whose very essence is unity - and whose
very purpose is to serve its people in order that their
complex and diverse interests can be resolved into one
harmonious working whole - does not fulfill that purpose
and never has. Government governs; it rules now as it

always has. Governments and rulers have built empires by
slaughtering and exploiting other nations of men. They have
spread hatred and fear throughout the world and created
enemies which have impoverished them and caused them to
tax their peoples for generations to come as the fruits of their
RULING.
Governments started as the expression of power and might
of ONE MAN OVER ALL MEN. Pharaohs, kings,
emperors, czars and other absolute rulers of nations
governed justly or unjustly, brutally or kindly, but in them
was all the power of "might-over right" which each potentate
chose to exercise. Wars began that way. One king desired
more power and wealth and got it, or lost his own by
descending upon his neighbor with his sword. It has ever
been thus since the dawn of history. The lust for power has
always crushed the desire for spiritual unfolding of man
which built character in him.
No greater element of your social order is so tainted with the
qualities which foster a criminal growth than politics. The
very word is tainted with the connotation of corruption and
bribery. Like other elements of our present social order,
government standards are fast declining. The statesmen of
today have not the standards of dignity which were
characteristic of our first presidents. Empires have ennobled
pirates, conquerors and magnates, but God Aton ennobles
only those whose characters have made them like unto Him.
As far back as our counting of 35th century B.C.,
represented by monuments erected throughout the world, is
evidence of man's search for power in which the machinery
of human government became the organized expression of
the thirst for power - the appetite for the exercise of force.
Practically every war ever fought has been a political one in
which one man, or one nation, sought for power over other
men or nations and/or to gain of their wealth. Up to this very
MOMENT in this generation today, one man in many
nations had the power of life and death over every man in his
country. In no other organization of human life has the thirst
for power been so drastically exercised, and by might-overright methods which are the opposite of all that is morally
"Christian" or ethical.
Religion and government have persistently fought each other
for power supremacy since the dawn of history. That power,
which both church and state fought for, was the power over
other men, and such power was always based upon selfmotives. I am not criticizing any world institution - I have no
purpose or intent to do so. I am telling YOU what the matter
with OUR WORLD is, just as a physician must diagnose an
ill patient. It cannot be said of the doctor that he is criticizing
a patient by telling him he has a cancer. Must it always mean
that if I tell Truth I am somehow less your friend? The
human race is still primate intellectually and barbarous
physically, and that includes your institutions. If we, who are
teachers of God Aton's ways and processes, cannot diagnose
world faults and thus help to cure them, the world will still
suffer from its ailments without knowing what those
ailments are. The world needs leadership, but when the
church or government desires power, leadership then means
dominion over men. However, it should be guided by the
teachings of one of God Aton's Messengers who taught that
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the leader is best who works WITH men in such a manner as
to make them believe that they DID IT THEMSELVES!

3. Development of Character in Man
I offer unto you these things so that you will know what the
matter with the world is and offset it by the one and only
thing which will offset it, the development of character in
man. A certain statesman said that we might cure the ills of
the world, "If we only knew what they were." In the
foregoing writing I have told you what they are. The
question now is shall we remedy them, or have we time to
remedy them? Has the world fallen too low to remedy
them? Every symptom which existed as cause of the fall of
other great civilizations exists today in our whole world.
Enmity, fear, greed, lust for power, hatred, a fast lowering
culture, a fast increasing sex looseness and promiscuity
including teen-agers, treason, slavery, crime increase and
race hatred, and the killing of an average of a million
brothers of men by other brothers of men, have lowered the
standards of world morality, honor and character more since
1900 than the world has gained in eight centuries prior to
1900, and with it world culture has degenerated in like
measure. This does not, you must know, include murder
through "legal" means such as abortion.
I am now to the point where I can paint the whole world
picture of the struggle of man very simply and briefly. For at
least a million years, man has been able to make implements
for his domestic and war purposes, but not until about 8,000
years ago did he know right from wrong. He led an
instinctively controlled life supplemented by primal
reasoning ability for survival only.
Reduced to its ultimate simplicity, the fight for survival
of body means TAKING what one needs for survival of
body. To take from others means the development of the
physical power and strength needed for taking.
AXIOMS
THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION OF UNFOLDING MAN
IS EVIDENCED BY TAKING.
THE SPIRITUAL EXPRESSION OF UNFOLDING MAN
IS EVIDENCED BY GIVING.
The Dawn of Conscience came into the human race about
8,000 years ago, and with it simultaneously began the Dawn
of Character and Righteousness. I mean by that, that man
began to know right from wrong and began to govern his
actions accordingly.
Two thousand years of increasing ability to think and create
gave to man a language and an ability to carve that language
into words, symbols and forms on the stones of his tombs
and temples. Thus began the ages-long fight between the
physical desires of primal man as expressed by TAKING
and the slowly dawning spiritual man as expressed by
GIVING. Even the giving of justice, consideration and
friendship until then was unknown.
The fruits of the TAKING principle are the exercise of
might-over-right for acquisition of power and material
possessions. The fallacy of the taking principle is that what
one takes from another to enrich one's self with possessions

and happiness will impoverish him instead and bring anguish
to his house in the measure of his taking. The law respecting
the taking principle is that the exercise of might-over-right
by the strong over the weak will strengthen the weak to
destroy the strong. The slave will always rise to slay the
master. He who slays by the sword is slain by the sword. The
richest and most powerful empire builders in the world have
been reduced to living on rations behind barricades of
armaments lest they be destroyed by the descendants of
those whom they have destroyed.
The fruits of the GIVING principle are love, happiness,
inspiration and the exaltation which comes only to those
who have become aware of the Inner Light to some extent.
The law respecting the giving principle is that what one
gives he always has whether or not he is regiven, but he who
gives is regiven in kind.
There you have it, precious ones, the story of the rise of man
from his jungle to his high heavens. It is the story of ageslong learning the lesson of love through countless
experiences in which the unfolding of the spiritual in man
gave to him more and more awareness of the Light of his
own divinity and Oneness with God Aton.
Now returning to the meaning of higher knowledge. If what
you do to your neighbor is the most important event of every
moment, can you not see, therefore, that you either TAKE or
GIVE to him in every action? If you TAKE, you are
exercising primitive physical practices which will react
against you. If you GIVE, you are storing up the most
valuable attribute a man can acquire - CHARACTER - and
you are on the road to making the supreme discovery of your
Self, which is the goal of all mankind.
Is it not plain to you that the Creator of forms for His IDEAS
has as distinct a pattern for the unfolding of world destiny
and your part in it as He has for an oak tree or a butterfly? Is
not all Creation patterned in the form of its IDEA? Do you
not truly realize this glorious fact? If you do, I can now
return to the statement that God Aton sends illumined
teachers among men during every period of man's unfolding
to re-inspire in them the inspirations He has given men. This
has been so since the beginning. You know of them as far
back as around the 34-35th century B.C. You have known
about two of the greatest of these, Immanuel "Jesus" and
Krishna. Their basic teachings to you were for the sole
purpose of awakening the Light of God Aton-awareness in
man and the development of nobility of character in man.
There are hundred to two hundred lesser teachers whom God
Aton has illumined down the ages, in differing measure, to
give you the great gift of character which is the fruit of those
who have become transformed from one who TAKES to one
who GIVES.
These names are those of the immortals who will never be
forgotten to the very ends of history. The reason for and the
measure of their immortality lies solely in the fact that they
have learned to walk and talk with God Aton, and because of
that fact they have learned to give priceless gifts to man
which endure forever. These mystics, prophets, poets,
creative geniuses of the arts, and wise sages, are what they
are solely because they have transformed themselves
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through knowledge within them directly from God Aton,
instead of acquiring only the simulation of knowledge
through their senses. These are the Messengers of God Aton
to man who give of all they have and enrich themselves and
the whole world by their giving.
Do you know what I mean by this? If not, think of a
Beethoven or a Leonardo. These men cannot help giving all
they have of themselves, whether they are regiven or not.
They cannot be impoverished by thus giving for they are like
unto wells of living waters. The more they give, the more
they have to give, and God Aton's law works as surely for
them as it does for the lily in the field which gives no
thought of reward for its perfume, and it will work equally
for you in the measure of your awareness of the Light of
your divinity.
I tell you that immortals from every age left heritages to man
for the building of character in him. There has been no
interval in all history in which messengers thus prepared
have not been among men to transform them and awaken in
them that Light which will make of one man out of ten
million. I wish to leave with you one other thought before I
give you the greatest teachings the world has ever known,
teachings which have had no meaning as yet to the human
race which is still in its early barbarous stage of TAKING by
man-killing, teachings which are the basis of character but
ignored by your educational institutions. That one thought is
that every illumined Messenger ever born to Earth for the
purpose of uplifting the moral standards of man brought only
one message, and that could be put into these words - LOVE
YE ONE ANOTHER. Their teachings were limited to telling
people how to live to manifest the Love principle upon
which this universe is founded. In reviewing these teachings
since recorded history began about 60 centuries B.C., you
will find that one golden thread running through all divine
Messengers' teachings. I will now search for that golden
thread of the master poets' and mystics' thinking to tell you
why that which they have given to the world should become
the source of higher educational teachings for the building of
a moral and righteous civilization, and why their omission
from human educational teachings is the cause of the present
growth of crime and degeneracy which will inevitably
plunge all mankind into another long Dark Age.
It is difficult for people who ride in luxurious motor cars and
live in comfortable homes to believe this for most of the
world believes that you are in a high state of civilization.
The poets know better, however. Listen, to what Emerson
said to the world in the 1870's:
"We think our present civilization near its meridian, but we
are yet only as the cock-crowing and the morning star. In our
barbarous society the influence of character is in its
infancy.”
Herbert Spencer said at that same time:
"Our civilization is based upon piracy. Until we become a
moral and ethical people no civilization can endure."
James H. Breasted also said:

"The more pressing need of America at the present critical
juncture is not more mechanization but more character.”
I myself said in 2012:
“The nicest example of imbalanced oscillations is OUR
CIVILIZATION! Yes, we are approaching to dissolution of
our civilization because of the nuclear technologies and
nuclear reactors … “
Your greatest Minds of all time gave their messages to
mankind in vain. They have been ignored because man was
not ready for them. The physical man is still dominant and
he wants only a physical world with more comforts for his
body, more machines to multiply his physical productivity,
and more and better explosives with which to kill. Man has
not yet discovered that such a world breeds crime as well as
wars. I do not mean the underworld crimes alone. I lay stress
upon the inevitable increase of treason and that kind of
disloyalty which leads to rebellion and governmental
overthrow by war-made enemies boring within.
Empire building and colonialization have furnished the
cause for the state or world hatred which exists today, and
lack of teachings which build character and righteousness
was the cause of empire building.
It is not too late - there is still hope for the reversal of world
degradation if the educational and religious organizations
would even now build character and righteousness in man by
giving him the knowledge of the higher teachings of God
Aton's few Messengers who He illumined for that purpose.
In conclusion, I have now laid the foundation for your full
comprehension of what higher knowledge means, and have
clearly shown why mankind will continue to fall in eternal
sequences of Dark Ages until man as a whole, and all of his
institutions as his working parts, realizes: "In vain do we
build the city if we do not first build the man."
Next we will go back to the earliest known Messengers to
man, about 8,000 years ago in Egypt where the Dawn of
Consciousness and Character began. I will trace the essence
of their teaching down to this day. It is my hope that the
inner knowledge will begin to become apparent within each
of you.
Remember, as I close this chapter and allow digestion and a
bit of rest - BALANCE. The other words were added to help
man comprehend that one word.

4. Unity
Another thought is to ask you to give deepest thought to the
word UNITY and realize what that word means to your
physical and spiritual manifestation of God Aton in Action.
Fully realize that unity is impossible if the pairs of a
transaction are not equal. I have to tell you that you can trace
all of your ills and the world's terrible troubles to that
inequality in the transactions of Man in Action, which leaves
a residue of imbalance which has not been able to be united
with its mate.
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Learn to think of the two equal hemispheres of the sun as a
perfect mating. Each half is equal, and each half cannot
function without the other. Think of yourself and your
mate that way. Say to yourself, "I have no intellect of my
own, or body of my own, or thought of my own. The other
half is my wife/husband and I cannot fully function unless
both halves are as equally balanced as the two hemispheres
of the sun." If you can think and act that way, you multiply
the power of both immeasurably. Likewise, every
transaction of life is between pairs, and the pairs must
balance with each other in order to become united. Will
you take this thought into every moment you can give to
meditation for it is the biggest thought in all civilization? If
you can master it all else will be added unto you.

5. What is higher knowledge?
Higher knowledge comes to man solely through the
unfolding of intelligence within him which leads him to
discover the light of his own divinity and Oneness with God
Aton.

It seems quite inconceivable that the consequential
universities of learning have paid no attention to these very
plain statements, for their sole method of gaining knowledge
is through sense-observations which merely inform one of
effect while knowledge lies in cause. It is also extraordinary
that the objective God Aton as accepted by the "pagan"
definition could still persist with that very plain instruction
which tells where to find God Aton.

6. More explicit definition of higher knowledge
You MUST KNOW what we mean by higher knowledge
that I stop here to again give definition. A clue to your
greater understanding lies in the one supreme fact that THE
GREATEST MIRACLE WHICH CAN HAPPEN TO
ANY MAN IS THE DISCOVERY OF HIS SELF.
When we use the term SELF as applied to man, we mean the
DIVINE SPARK OF GOD ATON-AWARENESS which
severs the physical body from the Cosmic Light of Mind.
The discovery of one's Self, therefore, means the discovery
of one's divinity which unites man with God Aton.

DEFINITIONS:
Knowledge is Mind-Idea.
Consciousness is Mind-awareness of Idea.
Sensation is a body awareness of pulsing tensions taking
place in nerve systems of bodies due to the interchanging of
wave motion in creating matter.
All knowledge eternally exists in the God Aton-Mind of the
universe -God Aton is knowledge and power. Man's measure
of knowledge and power is the measure in which he acquires
God Aton-awareness within him. Man cannot acquire
knowledge through outer-observation by his senses. He can
but acquire information that way.
Sensed-bodies cannot know anything. They are limited to a
sensed-awareness of motion, for sensation is impossible
without motion. Sensed-bodies see, feel, hear, smell and
taste, but that is all they do. Sensed-bodies are devoid of
intelligence and are limited to brain-reasoning from
observed effects. They can never acquire knowledge for
knowledge is distinctly a property of the Mind, and the brain
is not the Mind. When that Light of Mind-Consciousness is
awakened in man, he has arrived at his first beginnings of
God Aton-awareness in him. Knowledge then begins in him,
and not until then. He then begins to create instead of
imitate.
Immanuel told these facts twenty centuries ago and they
have had no meaning all down through these ages. The great
tragedy of His teachings was the unreadiness of man to
comprehend them in His day and in ignoring their import in
this radio and electronic age when human intelligence has
unfolded sufficiently to quite easily comprehend them.
When He was asked-"..when the kingdom of God Aton shall
come", these were His words: "The kingdom of God Aton
cometh not with observation. Neither shall they say, lo here!
or lo there! for behold, the kingdom of God Aton is within
you. " St. Luke 17:20-21.

Human educational institutions have quite a different
concept of man, however. They base their study of man upon
the premise that man is body. The study of man for that
reason has never passed beyond the science of psychology
which has kindred terms to describe it, such as
psychoanalysis, functionalism and structuralism.
The entire principle of psychology is misunderstood,
misrepresented and misnamed. Its dictionary description
stems from the word psyche - meaning the human soul.
There is its claim and right of name. Its own definition is far
from that and is absolutely unrelated to soul. Here is
psychology's own definition of itself, and this definition is
substantiated by its practice. These are the words of that
definition:
Psychology is the study of man's (meaning body)
adjustment to his environment, of the instruments he has
evolved to aid him in adjustment, and of the ways he can
improve his adjustment through learning.
This very palpably means BODY - both as to man and as to
environment, for all adjustment of man to his environment
means SENSE-adjustment, not Mind-adjustment. The Mind
needs no adjustment.
Psychoanalysis is still more physical in its connotation. Also,
it is based upon a condition which is non-existent in Nature the condition of unconsciousness. When one sleeps, his
senses are unaware of his body simply because of the
weakness of the depolarizing current of his body. In other
words, his senses can no longer vibrate sufficiently to
THINK, just as a harp string can no longer produce sound
when its vibration frequencies lower beyond a certain point.
Psychoanalysis tries to cure personality defects which have
their cause "in the UNCONSCIOUSNESS". It endeavors to
make the patient bring the UNCONSCIOUS part of his
personality
into
CONSCIOUSNESS.
This
basic
misconception of the meaning of CONSCIOUSNESS places
the entire science upon a purely physical basis and does not
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touch the mental or spiritual. What the above sentence
means could be more properly stated as follows, "It
endeavors to make the patient recall his forgotten dormant
brain records by stimulating his REMEMBRANCE OF
THEM." Moreover - it is not the "UNCONSCIOUS" by
ANY description - it is the SUB-CONSCIOUS! So you see,
you do not have the right definition of action nor even the
right term of definition for the state of consciousness.
Psychoanalysis is engaged solely in "behaviorism" and
endeavors to straighten out abnormalities by restoring
normal behavior rhythms. It is as purely a clinical and
physical practice as the doctor's practice is. It endeavors to
do for the brain what the doctor does for the heart, and that is
all. It succeeds doing that in many cases and contributes
value to medical and criminal practice because of that, but it
is not any more entitled to claim its relation to Mind or Soul
than the heart specialist or obstetrician is entitled to make
that claim. Perhaps an Ophthalmologist has better claim if he
can fix the "eyes". It is merely one department of bodyrepair service and that is all it is. Proof of this fact lies in
the acknowledged lack of power to explain (1) the nature
of the learning process, 2) the explanation of thought, (3)
the organization of creative abilities and (4) the
explanation of genius. Oh, and we think we can do better?
YES. WE CAN EXPLAIN EXACTLY HOW AND WHY
IT ALL WORKS!
These acknowledged dead ends of psychology and
psychoanalysis and the fact that they mistake low brain
potential for a Mind-condition which they so
unscientifically, and unnaturally, call Unconsciousness
should lift such a science entirely out of the right it has
ASSUMED as a Mind-science and the assumption that
psychology is HIGHER KNOWLEDGE. It is purely a
HIGHER SKILL or another TECHNIQUE which is being
made use of by increasing the ability of the senses to reason
from observed EFFECTS and assemble those observed
effects with the very small amount of MIND-POWER of
which the human race has thus far become aware.
Psychologists build a very untrue representation of their
science and their powers, as well as their teachings and
practice, by their frequent quotation of Socrates, who said:
"Man, know thyself." Man's Self is his immortality.
Psychology does not even touch the rim of immortal Man
who is ONE with God Aton. It is concerned only with the
body of mortal man while deceiving itself that it is dealing
with Mind. When your brother, Alexis Carrel, coined the
term SCIENCE OF MAN, he meant MAN-THE
IMMORTAL MIND, not MAN-THE MORTAL BODY.
Therein lies the difference in our teachings and that of
educational institutions. There is not one educational
institution which searches for the immortal in man or bases
its conception of education upon the unfolding of the Mind.
Some religious schools claim to do so - NO, they DO NOT.
They teach exactly the doctrines as presented for that God of
which ever religion they claim - errors and all. In fact, most
especially the errors. Most of those schools claim that all
you have to do to find salvation and go home to God Aton is
- NOTHING - EXCEPT BELIEVE ON JESUS. Funny
thing, the name Jesus was applied by an apostle in error and
the words were not printed in any fashion for 300 to 500

years after this "Jesus" was departed. No one will get within
the place of God Aton on another man's blood - especially
that which was spilled at the hands of the very men trying to
skate by on another's passage. Now, I suggest all you
religious evangelists begin to open your eyes lest a lot of
souls in torment be resting on your back through
disinformation. Now, please do not tell me I need to come
back to Christ - Christ is right here in my presence. Do not
do me the favor of praying for my soul, either - God Aton is
here in my presence and within my being - there is nothing
amiss with MY SOUL - but I am concerned with YOURS.
In your institutions brilliant children are suppressed and
genius is not even recognized. Many geniuses have been sent
home with recommendations to their families to seek schools
for subnormals for them. Your educational institutions are
stultifying the mentality of the whole human race by their
misconceived belief that the child who can tell you who
stabbed Julius Caesar and when, what was the date of the
battle of Waterloo, or what was the cause of the second
Punic War (and not one in 210,000 can tell you that one) is
far more intelligent than the child who can interpret the
rhythms which lie hidden in the silence - you lock those
away. Now it is far worse-the schools deliberately brainwash
with misinformation and cover-up while destroying great
portions of history in hopes of burying same.
Your government gives billions in relief to help the indigent
and the moron to survive, but allows its Beethovens and
Leonardos to starve rather than to help them. It WAS better
in Europe and other countries but it has become the same
there as in your nation, now. The garbage from your New
World is now sifting into those once great nations and it is a
deliberately intended move to bring the world down and into
slavery. Remember - ignorant people are helpless people.
I must continually interrupt to re-clarify definitions and
make explanations to allow that you are understanding. You
must know what higher knowledge means if you are to attain
it. The only teachings which can be considered HIGHER
KNOWLEDGE are those which awaken the spark of
divinity which lies dormant in every man.

7. Search for God
ALL-KNOWLEDGE ALREADY EXISTS.
KNOWLEDGE and IDEA are GOD ATON QUALITIES.
They ARE. They do not BECOME. They are within you.
You do not LEARN them. You RECOGNIZE and
REMEMBER them when they awaken from their dormant
state within you little at a time. No teacher can teach you
these things. No book can give them to you. The divine
teacher can but re-inspire you with his own inspiration. He
cannot GIVE it to you from himself. He can but AWAKEN
it from its dormancy in you. That is what we are endeavoring
with all our might to do. Your words have their limitations,
however. What is written between the lines of those words is
what you "feel" in your inner Selves. We cannot write that
down, but you can feel it within your own Self if you seek
the silences in sufficiently deep communion to become one
with our thoughts.
I will quote here the late Francis Trevelyan Miller, poet and
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historian. I want to share with you what he says about man,
after reminding him that he has had 60,000.000, or more,
years to develop his physical body and only 6,000, or less,
years of recorded history to evidence his awakening into
Mind-awareness. Several thousand years passed after the
first dawn of consciousness before he could even record his
growth from savagery. I quote him:
“Down through the centuries of human progress, we have
come to the World's Greatest Adventure-Man's Search for
God Aton.
And what do we find?
We have followed the trail of man's evolution from the four
ages when the World was in its making: The Archaic –
Paleozoic – Mesozoic-Cenozoic. We have seen man blaze his
way out of the jungles of the Stone Age-Bronze Age-Iron
Age-until he steps out today in the Scientific Age.
We have watched him as the first gleam of intelligence is
ignited in his eyes; and he severs the link in the chain that
binds him to the beast; as he begins to stand erect-a human
endowed with the power of Reason.
We have seen him as he laboriously gains knowledge by
experience in the slow process of time; as he combats the
elements and subjects them to his use; as he conquers the
wilderness; explores the Earth on which he lives; as he
evolves from savagery into tribes and nations; and he
discovers the elemental laws of living; and sets up great
systems of civilization with his genius.

creates them out of his hopes and aspirations- his spiritual
nature-like evolution, itself, always in a higher form. If, on
occasions, the Gods have deteriorated, it will be found as a
fixed law that the race itself has deteriorated.
We have found this –
The blundering of man disproves nothing-except his own
competence. The hideous concepts of man prove nothingexcept the blackness of his intelligence before the dawn.
We have followed the evolution, the unfoldment and growth
of this God-idea since its first inception, through to the
present day, watching the cumulative processes of its
unfoldment.
Like science, itself, its revelations have been slow, but
inevitable. Like invention, discoveries and explorations on
the earth, it has been a series of adventures in Unknown
Realms.
It has kept pace with the increase of human knowledge,
slowly divesting itself of superstitions, until it has come out
into the clear, open field of science-with which it stands
paralleled today and must eventually converge and prove its
laws.
We have found that –
Strange and weird as may have been the rituals of the
human race in its emergence from the primordial swamps
and jungles, appalling as may have been its practices, it has
at all times been consonant with its mental state-an exact
parallel and complement of the development of the mind.
[Does this not strike terror into your hearts?]

And what have we found?
We have found that the first and oldest fact in all human
creation is man's instinct for God Aton power. It has existed
since the beginning of time. It took root in the intelligence of
man from the day he became a human being. It has persisted
through the ages as surely and as positively as his appetite
for food or his instinctive gasp for breath itself.
It is so deep-seated in human consciousness that it never has
ceased for an instant- never has been eradicated since the
world began. It is the most persistent fact in all life. It is
elemental.
This Search for God Aton has covered the range of all
human
instincts,
intuition,
emotion,
superstition,
imagination, creative genius-every form and substance, real
and unreal, that the mind of man has been able to conceive.
Just as man himself has come up from the primeval, from the
primordial, so have his God Aton-conceptions been equally
primitive. They have grown and expanded with his own
mentality.
When man is barbaric his Gods are barbaric; when man is
ignorant his Gods are ignorant; when man is intelligent his
Gods are intelligent. He has worshiped everything-from
Anythingism to Fou-Fuism.
As a scientific fact his Gods are always beyond the horizonbeyond his intelligence- superior or supernatural beings. He

Just as man has explored the earth and mapped out its
cosmography, so man has explored the cosmic and built up
his cosmology. It has been a constant adventure into the
Unknown.
We have seen the savages searching for a God of hope to
dispel their fear in their fights against the elements-the fight
to exist; we have seen the pagans search for God in
sensuality and materiality in Assyria, Babylon and Egypt;
the ancient Grecians and Romans seeking God in
intellectuality. We have followed through India and Persia
in their search for God in Mysticism and symbolism; we
have seen the Moslems searching for God through
philosophy.
We have indicated how Judaism set up the rule of One God
and the ethical system of the ten Commandments - and how
Christendom is founded upon the principle of man's direct
contact with God through the spiritual laws.
It has required prophets of indomitable faith and courage to
blaze the way for this world-old search--the spirit of the
martyrs, willing to die for an idea or a principle: Zoroaster
– Moses-Guatama, the Buddist-Mahavira and Janism –
Confucious-Lao Tze and Taoism-Jesus, the NazareneMohammed.
Let us again affirm the historical fact: No people have ever
lived who did not believe in some kind of a God Aton -no
race has ever perpetuated itself without this elemental faith.
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Today, the World is seeking more ardently than ever before
the solution to this high question: What is God - and is there
a life after death?"
I know that you cannot read this without great
enlightenment-if you got none-GO READ IT AGAIN, THIS
TIME WITH YOUR INNER EYES AND EARS OPEN! It
plainly tells you that God has always been made by man
and in man's image!!!! Two thousand years ago, the pagan
mind of that day created a God of fear and wrath, a God who
loved blood slaughter and the vengeance of human
emotions.
They made Him in their own pagan image. Today two-thirds
of the world still conceive of and believe in that pagan God
of fear, for this is still a barbarian civilization of fear and
people must have a God who is like unto them. They must
have such to the extent that groups will gather and by
"majority vote" vote in or out the laws of God. Even if the
practice of the "thing" about which the law is written will
disease and kill the body. Then the same group turns its
venom upon the very group that they demanded make the
vote. AND, ALL THE WHILE "THE REAL GOD"
WATCHES AND WAITS.
Two thousand years ago, the people of that day also steeped
themselves in the sensualities of sex and made a vile thing of
it. They could not then see that God's plan of mating was His
one perfect process of creation. They could not see sex as
motherhood-and
fatherhood-which
they
understood
emotionally, for their vile abuse of sex was the foundation
for their belief in sin. Where are you today? Well, Man
created SIN by crucifying LOVE on the cross of
bestiality.
Two thousand years have passed and men still crucify love
in the same sensual way. Now it is even more bestial for the
orgies are as often and you have added homosexuality to
your games-and strangely enough, you do these things while
still proclaiming that sex is the basis of original sin, and keep
sin-belief alive by sex-sensuality and define that as "making
love". Does not any of this seem strange or contradictory to
you? Perhaps you can begin to see why LOVE HAS NOT
YET ENTERED THE PORTALS OF THE HUMAN RACE
to any who have not known mental as well as physical
MATEHOOD. You treat mating and marriage with less
attention than you pay to where you will have a special
luncheon. These alone know what no one else can know who
has not thus been exalted. Not even the unity of two
physically balanced mates can give them that knowing, for
the union of a pair which ceases at physical union is not a
consummation of love until motherhood and fatherhood
become ONE IN MIND-whether or not there are off-springs.
There is no need for the physical act for unions of balance in
mating are an energy flow-not a fluid exchange.
We are laying down a foundation for your comprehension of
the one great fact of life, that man is ever searching for his
divine Self and in thus searching he will some day find his
Self and God Aton as ONE. Higher knowledge consists of
only that which will lead to the Light of man's divinity. All
else is but for the body and is as unreal as the body is unreal.
Thank you readers for your attention. THIS IS YOUR LIFE-

HUMAN! YOU FORGOT TO READ THE INSTRUCTION
MANUAL FOR YOUR OPERATION. WE HAVE GIVEN
YOU A MANUAL FOR OWNERS OF LATE MODEL
PHOENIXES-THIS
CAN
BE
YOUR
HUMAN
OPERATORS' MANUAL-IT BEHOOVES YOU TO
STUDY IT WELL, INDEED [11].

8. Conclusions
A unified civilization is only possible when MAN, as a
whole, shall have found the Light within himself.
We’ve been experiencing the world which is grossly
ignorant of its greatest essential - CHARACTER. We are
continuing to build a criminal, immoral world of fear and
licentiousness because our concept of values is "material".
The Soul which ties man to God Aton is not only allowed to
sleep, but is forced to sleep by a civilization which is forever
trying to "gain the whole world at the price of losing its
own Soul".
The MOST IMPORTANT THING in life is what you do to
your neighbor.
The LEAST IMPORTANT THING in life is what you or
your neighbor believes.
He who gives of himself to his neighbor enriches his Soul
and builds character, but he who takes from his neighbor
seals his soul in its tomb and enslaves his body to the
world-treadmill from which there is no escape other than
the awakening of his Soul.
The most important and noble attribute of man is
CHARACTER.
The intent of all world’s institutions is not only to NOT
build character - but in fact, to tear it down completely. In
every facet of our lives - personal and social - we have been
betrayed and pushed into deeper ignorance.
EDUCATION is entrusted with the unfolding of Mindawareness which alone unites man with God Aton. The
primal necessity of education is the building of character in
man through giving him knowledge of the arts end skills of
man's produce and of the interchanges between men which
make better neighbors and citizens. It is, instead, creating
machine men, robots and parrots who remember and repeat
instead of geniuses who think and know. Education is
training bodies instead of illumining minds. Our schools and
universities have teachers for everything but CHARACTER.
RELIGION is entrusted with bringing love into the world in
order to unify mankind into ONE WORLD. Religion is the
most disunited organization on Earth. It consists of over 400
disunited sects which are divided one from another by
unnatural pagan beliefs in miracles, superstitions, creeds,
dogmas and doctrines which have bred disunity, intolerance,
fear, ignorance and licentiousness throughout the world for
long centuries. DISUNITY CANNOT UNITE.
SCIENCE, which is entrusted with the responsibility of
verifying God Aton by acquiring knowledge of God Aton's
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processes of Creation and other qualities of the Creator and
Creation, has denied that responsibility on the ground that
God Aton cannot be verified in the laboratory. There is not
one-quarter of an inch provided for in the platform of this
great element of social welfare for the development of the
most needed element of the social order - CHARACTER.
GOVERNMENT, whose very essence is unity - and whose
very purpose is to serve its people in order that their
complex and diverse interests can be resolved into one
harmonious working whole - does not fulfill that purpose
and never has. Government governs; it rules now as it
always has. Governments and rulers have built empires by
slaughtering and exploiting other nations of men. They have
spread hatred and fear throughout the world and created
enemies which have impoverished them and caused them to
tax their peoples for generations to come as the fruits of their
RULING.
Governments started as the expression of power and might
of ONE MAN OVER ALL MEN. Pharaohs, kings,
emperors, czars and other absolute rulers of nations
governed justly or unjustly, brutally or kindly, but in them
was all the power of "might-over right" which each potentate
chose to exercise. Wars began that way. One king desired
more power and wealth and got it, or lost his own by
descending upon his neighbor with his sword. It has ever
been thus since the dawn of history. The lust for power has
always crushed the desire for spiritual unfolding of man
which built character in him.
Every symptom which existed as cause of the fall of other
great civilizations exists today in our whole world. Enmity,
fear, greed, lust for power, hatred, a fast lowering culture, a
fast increasing sex looseness and promiscuity including teenagers, treason, slavery, crime increase and race hatred, and
the killing of an average of a million brothers of men by
other brothers of men, have lowered the standards of world
morality, honor and character.
AXIOMS: 1. THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION OF
UNFOLDING MAN IS EVIDENCED BY TAKING. 2.
THE SPIRITUAL EXPRESSION OF UNFOLDING MAN
IS EVIDENCED BY GIVING.
The Dawn of Conscience came into the human race about
8,000 years ago, and with it simultaneously began the Dawn
of Character and Righteousness - man began to know right
from wrong and began to govern his actions accordingly.
The fruits of the TAKING principle are the exercise of
might-over-right for acquisition of power and material
possessions.
The fruits of the GIVING principle are love, happiness,
inspiration and the exaltation which comes only to those
who have become aware of the Inner Light to some extent.
Empire building and colonialization have furnished the
cause for the state or world hatred which exists today, and
lack of teachings which build character and righteousness
was the cause of empire building.
Mankind will continue to fall in eternal sequences of Dark

Ages until man as a whole, and all of his institutions as his
working parts, realizes: "In vain do we build the city if we
do not first build the man." You can trace all of your ills
and the world's terrible troubles to that inequality in the
transactions of Man in Action, which leaves a residue of
imbalance which has not been able to be united with its
mate.
Higher knowledge comes to man solely through the
unfolding of intelligence within him which leads him to
discover the light of his own divinity and Oneness with God
Aton.
THE GREATEST MIRACLE WHICH CAN HAPPEN
TO ANY (WO) MAN IS THE DISCOVERY OF
HER/HIS SELF.
The only teachings which can be considered HIGHER
KNOWLEDGE are those which awaken the spark of
divinity which lies dormant in every man.
ALL-KNOWLEDGE ALREADY EXISTS.
KNOWLEDGE and IDEA are GOD ATON QUALITIES.
They ARE. They do not BECOME. They are within you.
You do not LEARN them. You RECOGNIZE and
REMEMBER them when they awaken from their dormant
state within you little at a time.
God has always been made by man and in man's image!
Man created SIN by crucifying LOVE on the cross of
bestiality.
LOVE HAS NOT YET ENTERED THE PORTALS OF
THE HUMAN RACE to any who have not known mental as
well as physical MATEHOOD.
THIS IS YOUR LIFE-HUMAN! YOU FORGOT TO READ
THE
INSTRUCTION
MANUAL
FOR
YOUR
OPERATION.
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